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The Breath of Life – Under The Falling Stars (Wool-E Discs)
English:CD-review

It’s 2017 and The Breath of Life are back to proudly announce the long awaited album Under the falling stars. With this 9th release, the
band takes the listener back into their own speci c realm of emotions. Mixed, produced & mastered by Gilles Martin (Tuxedomoon,
Malaria, Wire, Minimal Compact, Indochine), who worked with the band on their rst ve albums. Dive with us into this heavenly voices and
darkwave/shoegaze pearl …

I must say it’s not easy for me to review this one as I know this band for ages and recently worked together with Didier who is since the last
edition of the Trolls et Légendes responsible for the bands. Isabelle Dekeyser was even helping out Wardruna with their merchandise and
sold it all out before the end of their gig. I have seen this band as warming up band, as headliner, as part of a lot of festivals, … I know how
good they are on stage and I know all of their biggest hits. Sadly I feel as if they could have reached a bit more if some helped them out a bit
more, but still: they are known in Europe and that is not bad for a band from Belgium. But let’s return to the music!

The album starts with A Rainbow is Fading: a cool bass and a guitar that reminds me a bit of Red Hot Chili Pepper, followed by an electronic
violin and the heavenly voice of Isabelle. It’s a pretty nice track with lots of variation and o so catchy. I can describe Crime Passionel as a
classic The Breath of Life track: it has the typical electronics, guitars and vocal lines I know from so many of their songs I so much love and
adore. The Right Place sounds totally di erent, starts with a wall of sound but changes into a more romantic one: the vocals will enchant
you. I clearly hear how good the vocals are: climbing and going down as if it was a child’s game. From time to time we get an instrumental
outburst, giving it some power. I’m pretty confident this one will be a great one to perform on stages all over Europe!

Stolen Dreams goes a bit faster, has a retro touch and sounds pretty catchy (and will be for sure a hit on stage). More nice and romantic
vibes come with The Magic of Dreams. The bass line plays an important role, just as the beatbox and Isabelle’s vocals. The music sounds like a
bit upgraded towards the previous tracks. Hide has a more electronic sound with now and then aggressive guitars. The music is catchy, warm
and dragging you into it (with the help of a singing siren). A New Reality sounds like a false rocker with some electronics and a good tempo.
Towards the end we even get some kind of wall of sound with all the instruments and very appealing vocals. Until The Day sounds like a

oating dream, the promise of a sweet and romantic moment or even a wedding. Blackout is more red up and sounds a bit di erent from
the other songs (even the vocals sound a bit di erent): it feels like a great but very raw song and literally jumps out of this album (even with
a jazzy feel and a Pixies momentum). Once again I feel this will be a great song to perform on stage and might even become a hit if
promoted as due.

Higher returns to the typical standards of this band, with a slow tempo and some cool guitar ragging and playing whilst the vocals gently
weep. The sadness and melancholy is blending in with the violin and the rest of the music. From The Storms is already the last track and has
somehow a more techno minded feel mixed with an American guitar touch, a cool bass and a catchy sound. It feels like a warm explosion of
love and a perfect ending!

I must say they surprised me in a positive way with here and then a newer sound and unveiling some new possibilities! I think some tracks
have a hit potential, but it will all depend on the promotion and the way fans push them. I hope they get the attention needed and will tour a
lot to promote the album!
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  Laatste fotoverslagen

 Fotoverslag: Kraftwerk - Autobahn - 20/05/2017
 Wild In 't Park 2017 - 5, 6 en 7 mei 2017 - Herent
 Fotoverslag: Janez Detd.: Punk Rock High School - CC De Meent, Beersel - 30/04/2017 (Sven De Mol)
 Fotoverslag: Festival Aan Zee - 30/04/2017
 Fotoverslag: Festival Aan Zee 2017 - 29/04/2017

  Laatste festival nieuws

 Message navigationMessage 5 of 3003 Previous Next change-formatchange-format Subject: Jeff Mills voert No Sleep line-up EXIT Festival
aan
 Genk On Stage - Twee nieuwe podia en meer dan 50 nieuwe acts!
 Line-up Rock Herk 2017 compleet!
 Live Nation verkoopt festivalpass voor 90+ festivals
 The Darkness, Nashville Pussy, Fifty Foot Combo en Bob Slayer op rockfestijn HELLDORADO (18-11 Klokgebouw Eindhoven)
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 Peace of Mind – MMXVI (Dead Serious Records/Soulfood)
 Sons Of A Wanted Man – Black Days Black Dust (Pulverised Records/ Recovery Records)
 Agura Matra - Innocence EP
 Steak Number eight + Monkey Juice - JOC Ieper (19/05/2017)
 Black Diamonds - Once Upon A Time

  Laatste English corner

 The Breath of Life – Under The Falling Stars (Wool-E Discs)
 Altered Sky – Without Wonderland
 Chemical Sweet Kid – Addicted to Addiction (Dark Tunes)
 Seven Kingdoms – Decennium (Napalm Records)
 Kobra and the Lotus – Prevail I (Napalm Records)

Festivals

PUKKELPOP (BE)

ROCK WERCHTER (BE)

IEPERFEST (BE)

FI:HP (BE)

FORTAROCK (NL)

PINKPOP (NL)

NEUROTIC DEATHFEST (NL)

WACKEN OPEN AIR (DE)

LEFFINGELEUREN (BE)

GRASPOP METAL MEETING (BE)

LES NUITS (BE)

FESTIVAL DRANOUTER (BE)

DOUR (BE)

PAASPOP (NL)

VESTROCK (NL)

SLAM DUNK FESTIVAL (UK)

GRENSROCK (BE)

Dank aan
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